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Opportunity

Approach

Abstract

Method

• Distribution of integer prime numbers remains a mystery till date.
• There has been no mathematical equation derived that explains
which numbers will be prime.
• We leverage a novel approach to visualize prime numbers using
overlapping hexagons that can bound all prime numbers.

• A Prime Hexagon is formed when integers are sequentially added to
a field of tessellating equilateral triangles.
• The path of the integers is changed whenever a prime number is
encountered.
• Since prime numbers are never multiples of two or three, all
numbers from "2" to infinity are confined within a 24-cell hexagon.
• Each of these six hexagons is color coded to help understand the
patterns when mapped to numbers.

Background

• In our previous work [1], we worked with a single node
implementation for primes calculation with single thread.
• Our current library is capable of running over 32 GPUs per node
with 4000 cores each.

Implementation

Goal

• Workload is dissected into smaller batches of 10$ numbers by
master node.
• CUDA based program is distributed across multiple GPU nodes,
these sieve for primes and write relative location values for every
$%&
10 number to a 100-line file.
• Speculated position is converted to actual position by shifting all
numbers of that batch.

• Calculating Primes is a compute intensive process with very less
scope of parallelization.
• We aim to reduce the time required to compute large primes and
aim to do this using least resources (in terms of memory as well
as computation) as possible.
• We achieve this by dissecting the workload and carrying out
speculative coloring of primes.

Results

• The data below shows colors in the prime hexagon for powers of 2,
3 and truncated powers of !.
• Powers of two and three exhibit some patterns by having pairs of
colors intermittently.
• A unique property observed in powers of ! was that no color
occurred twice consecutively.
• This has less than 1/400 chance of occurring randomly.

• The use of our cluster meant we could parallelize the
processes of both calculating prime numbers and
coloring them to be stored in our database.
• We used four NVIDIA V100 GPUs and four AMD EPYC
7551 CPUs and four MI 25s, totaling over 20,480 CUDA
cores and 512 CPU cores, achieving a 9X speedup
versus serial computation.

Impact
• If we write the remainder after dividing every number by 6, every
triangle will have the same remainder for all numbers, as seen in
the figure (right).
• This we employ for gaining speedup in calculations by not
calculating prime numbers in specific triangles.

• We are building a database of large Prime Numbers with their
associated Hex color.
• Such a database of large prime numbers when made available to
everyone, will allow other researchers to expand on their work.
• Many modern encryption algorithms depend on the factorization of
very large primes which are hard to find.
• Recognizing patterns in Prime numbers will affect such encryption
technologies.
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